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To protect individuals from being required to download or use the
COVIDSafe app, the Australian Government intends to introduce draft
legislation with the Privacy Amendment (Public Health Contract
Information) Bill 2020 (the Bill). The Bill aims to “enshrine the
determination’s privacy protections in primary legislation.” The
‘exposure draft’ of the Bill proposes an amendment to the Privacy Act
1988 (Privacy Act), including protections from the Determination as
well as an additional suite of data protections. As the Bill is currently
an exposure draft, there is a chance that it may be amended prior to
it being passed by Parliament.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION
To support the ﬁght against COVID-19, the Federal Government has released the ‘COVIDSafe
app’ available for voluntary download on the Android and IOS mobile platforms (the App).
See our earlier summary of the App and contract tracing here.

To manage privacy concerns, the Minister for Health; Greg Hunt issued a Determination
under the Biosecurity Act (the Determination). Under the Determination, data from the App
can only be used to support State and Territory Health authorities’ with their contact tracing
eﬀorts, and only to the extent required to do so. The Determination also contained a range of
protections, including a requirement for a ‘COVIDSafe user’ to consent before their data can
be uploaded to the National COVIDSafe Data Store, and creating the oﬀence of retaining app
data on databases outside of Australia. Other oﬀences include unauthorised disclosure, a
prohibition on data decryption and an oﬀence of ‘coercing the use of COVIDSafe’.
This prohibition on coercing the use of the App is found in clause 9 of the Determination. It is
an oﬀence for a person to require another person to download, have or consent to uploading
their COVID app data to the National COVIDSafe Data Store. Essentially, the clause is
designed to protect the entirely voluntary nature of the App and prevents individuals and
employers from forcing employees or prospective employees to have the App as a
precondition of their employment. The prohibition also extends to businesses who may wish
to refuse entry, or deny providing/receiving goods and services to others who may not be
using the App.

RELEVANCE FOR EMPLOYERS
From an employment perspective, s 94H of the exposure draft is likely to be the most
signiﬁcant for employers. The section mirrors clause 9 of the Biosecurity Act determination,
but goes further and creates a criminal oﬀence, and or a breach of the Privacy Act if a person
requires another person to download/activate/consent to the terms of the App.
The section also creates an oﬀence if a person refuses to enter into, or continue a contract or
arrangement with another person (including contracts of employment) or takes adverse
action against another person based on that person not downloading/activating/consenting to
the App .
Under the new section, an employer may be considered to have taken adverse action (under
the Fair Work Act 2009) if they dismiss or discriminate between employees or prospective
employees who do and do not have the App.
It will also be an oﬀence to refuse entry into premises that would otherwise be accessible to
the public, or that a person has a right to enter on the basis that a person has not
downloaded/activated/consented to using the App.
Finally, employers are prohibited from refusing another person to participate in activities or
refusing to receive/provide goods or services to others on the grounds that they have not
downloaded/activated/consented to the App.

OTHER MATTERS DEALT WITH BY THE BILL

The Bill proposes the national privacy regulator; the Oﬃce of the Australian Information
Commissioner (the OAIC), will have oversight of the COVIDSafe app, and will be given
responsibility for managing complaints and conducting data security assessments. In
addition, the Privacy Act’s ‘Notiﬁable Data Breaches’ regime will be extended to include
breaches of COVIDSafe data. Amongst other additional protections, the Bill will prohibit the
collection of data from individuals who have deleted the app and sets a process for
COVIDSafe data to be deleted after the pandemic has passed.
This article follows on from our previous article – COVID-19: People: Summary of the
COVIDSafe App (Australia)

KEY CONTACTS
If you have any questions, or would like to know how this might aﬀect your business, phone,
or email these key contacts.
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LEGAL NOTICE
The contents of this publication are for reference purposes only and may not be current as at
the date of accessing this publication. They do not constitute legal advice and should not be
relied upon as such. Speciﬁc legal advice about your speciﬁc circumstances should always be
sought separately before taking any action based on this publication.
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